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About This Game

The Ultimate Ecosystem Sim Game

From the back-catalog of Pocketwatch Games, 2005's Wildlife Tycoon: Venture Africa was the game that started this indie's
journey.

Expect the unexpected out of this unique Tycoon game -- There are no people to please, there is no money to horde, there are
only animals. Packs of hungry lions, families of chattering baboons, and epic herds of wildebeests fill the ecosystems that

players create and control.
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Features

"Be the Animal" lets you take control over any creature

Earn jewels for building balanced ecosystems -- and use those jewels to bring rain to the desert

Compete for trophies and hidden content in the Sandbox or follow the journey of Dr. Willoughby and Miss Carrilou in
Story Mode
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Title: Wildlife Tycoon: Venture Africa
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Pocketwatch Games
Publisher:
Pocketwatch Games
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Great bang for your buck if your serious about full length vr games. Played first encounter vr and this and never touched the
series prior, and croteam has made a fan through supporting the vr community.

You get a solid full length campaign including all dlcs, multiplayer vs, coop, and a survival wave shooter mode, but this is by no
means a wave shooter.

It also features a slew of movement options, including your basic teleport and onward style. You can adjust you speed, if you
want rotation or not, lock movement to the hmd, and even a comforte mode that dims the sides when you move.

Everything looks and feels great and id highly recommend this as a must have in any serious vr gamers library.. I first played it
when i was 14. this game was one of my fav. Now as the gaming industry just grown awesome this game dosen't keep me
playing again and agin. But for a game in 2004, Thq really did a nice job with this one and i am hoping the "DEEP DESCENT"
to be an amazing underwater game like this one in 2004. This game has alot of problems but i know the dev of this game and he
built this game as a re-make based on a really old game that he liked when he was younger.
So he built it to the standards that it was back in the day,and unfortunately
alot of people have higher standards now,they play it for about 2 seconds and then give alot of negative comments about it.
I am happy that people are honest it helps him realise something about the game but i just think you should try to understand
why he made it the way it is and also to play it for atleast an hour before commenting on it.

He is working very hard every day on a new update that re-makes this game from medium to epic, he re-built the game from
scratch and now it's like a completely different game and the best bit is do to the fact it's an update.
It's completely Free! for the people smart enough to buy it :) (AKA ME!) he he he.
Update 2.0 is coming out around 20\/12\/2015, can't wait :). This is a choice-of-games game; so again before you buy this you
can check out the demo to see if you'd like it. The choice-of-games brand is accompanied by many reoccuring problems, such
as the games being really short and many choices not mattering. The first one at least is also affecting this game; even if you
take lots of time to read through everything you'll be done in like less than 2 hours and have a good overview of the games
content and what the other routes might be even after one playthrough.

As another warning beforehand: this is a furry game. If you are really uncomfortable with reading about an anthropomorphic
wolf wearing jeans that accentuate her curves then this is not a game for you. But since this game is on steam, there are no
explicit sex-scenes, so there aren't going to be any surprises if one would judge this game based on stereotypes.

The game itself is written by S. Andrew Swann. Recognize that name? Unlike many other CoG-author's he is actually a writer
with more than two decades of experience in that field. This game is based on his Moreau novels. I cannot really say anything
about the novels since I haven't read them but they certainly seem more interesting than the material many of the other CoG
games authors have been using.

The basic gist of the story is that mankind created animal-people to fight their wars for them. These people are called "moreau".
But since they made the mistake of making these guys sentient humanity realized that they have to treat these engineered
organisms like humans.

That is where the story begins and your player character is one of these engineered animal-people. You awake to a chain of
unfortunate events and are left outside of your apartment with nothing but yourself. From there onwards the chain of
unfortunate events continues. The beginning of the story actually left me quite amused - even anticipating what disaster that is
worse than the last could strike the character now.

Some have complained about a lack of direction in the story because of that. But under your fur, claws and teeth you're just a
regular dude with not much else going on. I feel like this game has been written for people who have never read the novels, so
there isn't really much "end-of-the-world"-stuff or other complex political\/socioeconomic\/social\/... topics that are being
talked about.

In fact the game tries to tell you the differences or difficulties of humans and moreaus in other ways. The moreaus colloquially
refer to humans as the "pinks" which again left me with a chuckle. The protagonist does describe things around him in a
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personal and sometimes offensive way but not to what I felt was too obtrusive. In fact in the story the player character even
starts wondering why the moreaus are using that term to begin with since that black person they saw in that moment wasn't pink.

It's moments like these that I actually came to really like this story; there are lots of details and lots of very small things that
happen (i.e. the PC describes the tail wagging of another character after they're agitated or they describe the smell of a human)
that remind you what the world and the player character are.

Unlike many CoG games this game does not force social issues down your throat. You can but do not have to become an activist
for your people. This is actually refreshing to see after having read through Zachary Sergi's works or Eternal Sea where you just
could not avoid these topics, and not just that, you had to deal with these issues without really having an option to select a side.

So, are there faults to this game? It's short, even too much so. When I was done I felt like that the story barely even started. The
story that is being told does actually have an end, so you're not left with a cliffhanger just so you buy the sequel.

Do I recommend this game? It's hard to say and I wish there was a "It depends" or other middle option here on steam. That little
that is already there was pretty enjoyable and good. Is it worth it to spend $5 on this game? Perhaps but you can actually get one
of his books for that price which probably has more content than this CoG game.

If you are interested in just buying a CoG that isn't terrible this is a good buy. If you are just interested in the story and don't
mind supporting the author with a little bit more cash then go for it.

But in all fairness I have to say that $5 is too much for this while Choice of Robots sells for the same price which has a
ridiculously large amount of content.

With this little content this game even feels a little like an ad for the novels, but I have to admit, it did its job: Now I do want to
check out the novels.. Pros:
- Great graphics
- Great concept.
- But that's about it.

Cons:
- The handling is absoulete garbage.
- Practice mode only has you following the lines, implement some sort of dialouge to help remember the route by heart.
- Needs more added vehicles, including minivans as well as graphics to show your a taxi.
- In practice mode, if you don't get in your lane before the starting line, your vehicle flips.

All in all, I understand this game is an early access game, so hoping to see more improvements in the future. At this point in
time, I would not recommend this game. It's overpriced for what it is at this point in time.

. Good stuff.. Reviewed at: $2.99.

A simple, cute farming-themed board game made with RPGMaker. 1-8 players (human or AI) roll a six-sided die and travel
around a square board. The object of the game is to obtain and sell crops, eventually reaching a pre-determined (settable in
options) amount of money. Each square on the board contains a different pre-set outcome, which is either to buy crops, sell
crops, or suffer an event associated with that square, such as gaining money, losing money, gaining or losing crops, all based on
farm themes (lose money buy hiring help, gain it by winning a sheep-shearing contest, for example). There is some minimal
strategy involved in determining how much cash to spend on crops and how much to keep in reserve for emergencies and avoid
bankruptcy, and whether to sell crops at the first opportunity or wait to land on a better square with a higher price, but the game
is mostly RNG. More strategic than Candy Land, less than Monopoly, especially given its lack of ability to interact \/ interfere
with the other players. Kids 8-10 would probably enjoy it the most.
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Fun- has some bugs but developers are def working to fix them! If you like genetics, RTS, task-based systems, and beetles, give
it a try! It's kinda like SimAnt on steroids, but with beetles.. Surprisingly I actually liked this. Got it for my daughter but find
myself playing it!. These weapons are decent and only improve your selection of weaponry. They are designed with a steam
punk theme.

The Zed Thrower is actually a Pancor Jackhammer, is fully automatic and is an okay gun. It doesn't hold much max ammo
however, so pack a reliable secondary. The damage is pretty weak unless you're a high level Support and the magazine size isn't
that great, but it reloads all of its shells at once. There's also sort of a weird knockback alt fire than can keep scrakes at bay for
quite some time. Can serve as a poor man's AA12.

The Single Pistol Long Musket is actually a very useful addition to your arsenal and serves as a stronger replacement for the
Lever Action Rifle (or Winchester for veterans of the Killing Floor mod). The only thing wrong with it is the scope, which is
misleading and can be very difficult to aim with. Honestly, I'm not sure why this hasn't been corrected, I'd imagine it would be a
simple fix.

Dr. T's LDS is a steampunk tommy gun which, according to the stat bars, sports better range than the Thompson and the Rising
Storm tommy. This hasn't been tested by me because a) who uses a submachine gun at long range? and b) whatever its range is
its more than within effective range at most places on most maps. It also sports a drum magazine, giving it more magazine size
than the Thompson but still less than the Rising Storm tommy. The ironsight is actually pretty original and interesting, while not
making it difficult to aim.

Last is the Orca Bomb Propeller. Its basically the normal grenade launcher but the grenades bounce upon impact with a wall or
floor, still detonating on impact with zeds. This CAN allow you to shoot around corners, but its just not very practical. Other
than that, there's no real reason to choose this over the normal grenade launcher (for you level 6 demolitionists out there who
spawn with the regular).

May as well get it on sale, its not worth 8 dollars.. Well first I play more of the American locomotives so this was a nice change
it\u2019s a very interesting locomotive with it\u2019s controls so it might take some getting use to but overall it\u2019s a great
buy for me. I love the Game! All 3 of the endings were amazing and the game was really well made!.
\u0443\u0401\u0431\u0435\u0440 \u0433\u0435\u0439\u043c 10\/10, \u043a\u0441
\u043d\u0435\u0440\u0432\u043d\u043e \u0441\u043e\u0441\u0451\u0442 \u0432
\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043d\u043a\u0435

u\u0401ber game 10\/10, much better than csgo
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